Speed in the critical moment.
Vscan Extend™– Simple. Fast. Precise.

Vscan Extend is small enough to have the system including the dual probe in
your pocket, so you never go looking for an ultrasound system in the hospital
to make that critical decision.

Vscan Extend is big enough for the tough clinical decisions and small enough to take with you wherever you go.
Only GE offers a dual probe with both linear and sector transducers in a single handle. This simple innovation makes
it possible to cover a wide range of clinical decisions on the spot. Wireless image transfer makes documentation a
snap and new Vscan Extend apps broaden specialty clinical workflow.
With Vscan Extend in your pocket, you don’t have to go looking for the ultrasound. It’s always with you.

SIMPLE
Vscan Extend is easy to learn making it your simple, portable solution for diagnostic
clarity in the field or at the bedside.1
• Under Your Thumb – Using Vscan Extend feels like using your smartphone. Tap and swipe
your way through simple screens.
• Vscan Extend Apps – Bladder volume is a snap with auto-suggested caliper placements.
Guided examination simplifies the lung assessment for you.
• Easy to Clean – The probe, cable and system are one piece, making confident cleaning easy.

FAST
We designed Vscan Extend for speed in the clinical encounter, empowering you
with immediate access to important information on-the-go.1
• Dual Probe – Linear and sector transducers are always connected and always with you.
There is no need to go find the system and untangle the probes.
• Fast Boot-up – The system will boot up in the time it takes you to put your gloves on.
• Connect Fast – Seamless image storage and data transfer connects Vscan Extend
to your workflow.2

PRECISE
With Vscan Extend you can put precision in your pocket, helping you take decisive
action, refer patients quickly, optimize the course of treatment and reduce
the overall cost of care.
• Great images – Vscan Extend leverages on Vscan’s proven image quality and comes with
a larger screen size.
• Enhance Your Expertise – Vscan Extend lets you add ultrasound to your bedside assessment
to improve confidence in critical moments.
• Seamless Documentation – Review images at-the-bedside or use wireless DICOM® data
transfer to connect to your standard imaging workflow.2

1. The device has been verified for limited use outside of professional healthcare facilities and has not
been evaluated for use during transport. Use is restricted to environmental properties described in
the user manual. Please contact your GE Healthcare sales representative for detailed information.
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2. Valid for systems with Wi-Fi configurations, please contact your GE Healthcare sales representative
for detailed information.
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